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What an honor to direct PIGGSVILLE by Alvaro Saar Rios, the inaugural play of the UWM Peck School of the Arts Dramaworks Production Series. PIGGSVILLE (Alvaro’s choice of spelling) is inspired by Shakespeare’s HAMLET and set in Milwaukee’s Pigsville Historic Neighborhood, circa 1910. The opportunity to direct a play placed in my hometown and work with a living playwright was a perfect collision of inspiration meets passion. One of my interests is telling stories which are about Milwaukee or other communities in Wisconsin.

An article by April Austin, staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor, dated September 18, 1995, explored the collaboration between renown director Lloyd Richards and acclaimed playwright August Wilson. In the article Richards stated, "What makes my work with August possible is that there is a level on which we meet that is also a part of my background, and my sense of being. Those things are understood between us. There’s not a lot of questions that I have to ask him."

Alvaro Saar Rios and I may not possess the benefit of the decades long collaboration Richards and Wilson enjoyed, but as colleagues at Peck School of the Arts and theatre makers who respect each other’s talent and aesthetics, we are able to bring to you, PIGGSVILLE. I cannot close my notes with acknowledging the extraordinary talent of Jason Orlenko (costumes), Christopher Guse (sound), Ana McHenry (props), Raeleen McMillion (dialect/voice), Bill Watson (fight choreography), and Mara Grigg (dramaturg). I am grateful to PSOA Theatre faculty who trained our creative student designers Jack Kannenberg (scenic), Rebecca Plourd (lights), talented actors, and dynamic production crew. Jessica Berlin Krivsky, thank you for assigning the awesome team of Aminah Rockett (stage management) and Kate Kowalcyk (asst. stage management).

As you experience the play, look for those moments which pay homage to HAMLET and keep in mind, “There’s something rotten in Piggsville.”

Sheri Williams Pannell, MFA
The Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival, part of the Rubenstein Arts Access Program, is generously funded by David M. Rubenstein.

Special thanks to The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust for supporting the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts' Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival.

Additional support is provided by The Honorable Stuart Bernstein and Wilet Bernstein; and the Dr. Gerald and Paula McNichols Foundation.

Kennedy Center education and related artistic programming is made possible through the generosity of the National Committee for the Performing Arts.

This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival (KCACTF). The aims of this national theater education program are to identify and promote quality in college-level theater production. To this end, any production entered is eligible for a response by a regional KCACTF representative, and selected students and faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs involving scholarships, internships, grants and awards for actors, directors, dramaturgs, playwrights, designers, stage managers, and critics at both the regional and national levels.

Productions entered on the Participating level are eligible for invitation to KCACTF regional festival and may also be considered for national awards recognizing outstanding achievement in production, design, direction, and performance.

Last year more than 1,500 productions were entered in the KCACTF involving more than 200,000 students nationwide. By entering this production, our theater department is sharing in the KCACTF goals to recognize, reward, and celebrate the exemplary work produced in college and university theaters across the nation.
1. I created this play by using some of my favorite elements from Shakespeare’s Hamlet and his other works and changing or leaving out the elements I didn’t like. This is actually how I teach my students how to adapt stories in public domain (folk tales, Shakespeare, etc...) if figure, if Disney can do it, why can’t we.

Before creating the play, I needed one more thing. A setting. When I mentioned my idea to a friend who happens to be a lifelong Wisconsinite, he blurted, “Set it in a brewery.”

And that’s how Piggsville came about.

2. Along with being inspired by Shakespeare’s works, this story is also inspired by Milwaukee’s rich brewing history. Inspired is the key word, though.

This story may be reminiscent of a place some might be familiar with but is not an attempt to retell history. That’s a job for historians. Not for playwrights. Definitely, not this one.

3. Even though this play has costumes, lighting and scenery, Piggsville is being presented as a workshop production. After this production, the script will continue to change. Workshopping is a necessary process for developing a new play and the Theatre Department is quite excited to have our future theatremakers take part in this unique experience that is not common at many academic institutions.

The other necessary part of the process is you. Just by presenting this play in front of a live audience, I (and the students) will learn a lot. So, thank you for coming.

One last thing. This play also has folk songs. So, if you know them, feel free to sing along.

After seeing the play, you are even welcome to send your thoughts/questions to riosa@uwm.edu. I promise. I’ll read them.

Dramaturgy Information

The world of Piggsville exists in a reality-adjacent world. The neighborhood of “Pigsville” is very real, existing here in the Menomonee valley right here in Milwaukee. However, this play, the story and the characters are fictional. For example, the play Piggsville takes place loosely in the 1910s. For some at this time, women beginning to wear pants was considered a sign of moral degradation within society, but in our fictional world of Piggsville, all of the workers (including women) need to wear pants around the brewery for their full range of movement and for their own safety. Piggsville is a play with music that features folk songs from a range of diasporas. Our fictional community includes Black, Latinx, and German immigrant communities. The songs in the play reflect the fictional community of the world of Piggsville, the lands these characters’ families come from, and the beauty of weaving these worlds together to create one community. For example, the song “Sierra Madre” is sung at the German celebration Oktoberfest, even though the chorus of the song is in Spanish. The story of Piggsville is also a reality-adjacent story. Shakespeare aficionados may recognize some plot points and some characters as elements of fiction The Bard himself created, but this story is told for today’s audience. While the events that unfold onstage are fictional, the stakes these characters are fighting for are very real battles being fought today. The story of “Piggsville” takes place in a time when people were fighting for better working conditions, women’s rights, labor rights, and the luxury of an eight-hour work day (eight hours to work, eight hours for family, and eight hours for rest)- rights we are still fighting to preserve to this day.
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UWM resides on traditional Potawatomi, Ho-Chunk and Menominee homelands along the southwest shores of Michigami, North America’s largest system of freshwater lakes, where the Milwaukee, Menominee and Kinnickinnic rivers meet and the people of Wisconsin’s sovereign Anishinaabe, Ho-Chunk, Menominee, Oneida and Mohican nations remain present.
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Upcoming Theatre Department Events

December 10 @ 2:00 & 7:30 p.m.
Kenilworth Five-0-Eight

**MUSICAL THEATRE CAPSTONE RECITAL**

March 8 -11 @ 7:30 p.m. & March 12 @ 2:00 p.m.
Mainstage Theatre

**ALL NIGHT STRUT**

March 29 - April 4 @ 7:30 p.m.
Kenilworth Five-0-Eight

**LET ME DOWN EASY**

April 3 @ 7:30 p.m.
Music Recital Hall

**FIRST-YEAR MUSICAL THEATRE SPRING SHOWCASE**

April 19 - 22 @ 7:30 p.m. & April 23 @ 2:00 p.m.
Kenilworth Five-0-Eight

**SWEAT**

May 3 - 6 @ 7:30 p.m. & May 7 @ 2:00 p.m.
Mainstage Theatre

**THE RIVALS**

arts.uwm.edu/events  |  414-229-4308  |  arts.uwm.edu/tickets